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Abstract—Because of the outstanding contribution in improving
compression efficiency, block-based quantization has been widely
accepted in state-of-the-art image/video coding standards. How-
ever, false contour artifacts are introduced, which result in
reducing the fidelity of the decoded image/video especially in
terms of subjective quality. In this paper, a block-based decon-
touring method is proposed to reduce the false contour artifacts
in the decoded image/video by automatically dithering its direct
current (DC) value according to a composite model established
between gradient smoothness and block-edge smoothness. Feature
points on the model with the corresponding criteria in suppressing
contour artifacts are compared to show a good consistency be-
tween the model and the actual processing effects. Discrete cosine
transform (DCT)-based block level contour artifacts detection
mechanism ensures the blocks within the texture region are not af-
fected by the DC dithering. Both the implementation method and
the algorithm complexity are analyzed to present the feasibility in
integrating the proposed method into an existing video decoder
on an embedded platform or system-on-chip (SoC). Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
both in terms of subjective quality and processing complexity in
comparison with the previous methods.

Index Terms—Compressed video, contour artifact removal, DC
dithering, decontouring.

I. INTRODUCTION

Q UANTIZATION has been widely adopted in the ad-
vanced image coding standards, like JPEG [1], and video
coding standards, like MPEG-2 [2], H.264/AVC [3],

AVS [4] etc. It maps the original signal, e.g., JPEG, or the trans-
formed residual signal, e.g., H.264/AVC, with a wider range
of values to a quantized signal with a reduced range of values
to achieve a possible bit reduction in representing the signal.
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Quantization improves the compression efficiency obviously,
but, meanwhile, artifacts are introduced into the compressed
image because of quantization error, which especially degrades
the subjective quality.
Blocking artifacts and false contour artifacts are two kinds

of artifacts introduce by coarse quantization. Blocking artifacts
are physically because of the brightness discontinuity across
the block boundaries [5], which appear all over the compressed
image; false contour artifacts are mainly caused by the loss
of low amplitude detail during quantization [6], which usually
appear in the smooth gradient region. In state-of-the-art video
compression applications, in-loop filter (LF) [5] or post-filters
[7], [8] have been adopted to remove the blocking artifacts for
compression efficiency improvement both in terms of objective
quality and subjective quality. However, those blocking-arti-
facts-effective methods present little effect on the visibility of
false contour artifacts.
An example of the false contour artifacts is shown in Fig. 1 for

a natural videowith smooth gradient regions, e.g., the sky region
[Fig. 1(a)]. As shown in the figure, after compressing the video
using H.264/AVC, both blocking artifacts and false contour ar-
tifacts are introduced into the compressed video [Fig. 1(b)]. By
enabling H.264/AVC in-loop filter [5], most of the blocking ar-
tifacts (obvious in the mountain region) can be effectively re-
moved in the filtered image [Fig. 1(c)]. However, the false con-
tour artifacts (obvious in the sky region) are still visible, which
presents that the in-loop filter has little effect on the visibility of
the contour artifacts. Consequently, in this paper, an approach
to suppress false contour artifacts in the decompressed video is
investigated to further improve the subjective quality for video
compression applications.
Approaches to reduce the false contour artifacts can be clas-

sified into two categories according to the position it applied:
one is contour prevention approaches, which affect the images
prior to or during quantization to prevent the loss of low am-
plitude detail [9]–[13]; the other is decontouring approaches,
which only affect the images after quantization to reduce the vis-
ibility of false contour artifacts [6], [14]–[18]. For video/image
coding applications, especially at the user side, the compressed
videos/images, which already have false contour artifacts, are
usually provided. Reducing the contour artifacts for those de-
compressed contents is very important for the quality of service.
Since the entropy loss of those low-amplitude details cannot be
exactly restored at the decoder side, we focus on the decon-
touring approaches to reduce the visibility of the false contour
artifacts.
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Fig. 1. Portion of a natural video frame. (a) The original uncompressed image. (b) H.264/AVC compressed image with LF off. (c) H.264/AVC compressed image
with LF on.

A kind of general approach for decontouring is to apply
a smoothing filter across the contour edge. Lee et al. [14]
proposed to apply one-dimensional variable size directional
smoothing filters orthogonal to the detected contour direction
to reduce the false contours. However, when the contour
artifacts are close to an actual edge, applying a smoothing
filter may also blur the edge. Choi et al. [15] proposed to
apply an edge-preserving filter using multi-dimensional weight
functions to reduce the contour artifacts and preserve edges as
well. However, the efficiency of applying smoothing filter is
strongly depended on the design of the filter and also relied on
the distribution of contours in the compressed image.
Besides applying smoothing filters, Ahn et al. [16] proposed

a combined method based on random shuffling and low-pass
filtering. Random shuffling sprinkles false contours over the
neighboring regions; and low-pass filter tries to remove noise-
like patterns introduced by random shuffling. Besides the noise
which may be introduced during sprinkling, some tiny details in
the low-gradient area may also be broken by random shuffling,
and the low-pass filter may also blur the image.
Dithering can be applied in decontouring, like the work pro-

posed by Boyce et al. [17] which applied temporally correlated
noise signal to the decompressed image to improve the subjec-
tive quality. Also, Bhagavathy et al. [18] proposed a multi-scale
probabilistic dithering method to first determine the presence
and scale of contour artifacts around each pixel by multi-scale
analysis, then to dither the pixel (if contour artifacts exist around
it) based on the probability distribution of the color in its neigh-
borhood. The method presents high computational complexity
in determining the scale of contours.
Daly et al. [6] proposed a predictive decontouring method,

which made a quantized low-pass filtered image a prediction of
contour artifacts, and subtracted it from the input image to re-
move the contour artifacts. The processing quality of the algo-
rithm depends on the low-pass filter it used. If noise exists in the
video, which is very general to natural videos, the effectiveness
of this algorithm will be constrained.
Most of the above techniques performed pixel-by-pixel

decontouring. Yoo et al. [19] proposed a 16 16 macroblock
(MB) based in-loop decontouring method for H.264/AVC
video en/decoding. The basic processing unit of the method
is a 16 16 MB which is consistent with the basic unit of
H.264/AVC video compression. MBs need to be processed are
determined by the quantization parameter (QP), MB mode and

Fig. 2. (a) Original tungsten sensor shading image. (b) DC surface of (a).
(c) H.264/AVC compressed (a) at 66 kbit/s with LF on. (d) DC surface of (c).

the gradients in four directions. Pseudorandom noise masks
are added to the MB to dither the pixel. The algorithm is much
simpler compared with the previous pixel-based approaches
with a processing quality penalty.
As mentioned above, false contour artifacts are mainly

caused by the loss of low amplitude detail during quantization
[6], which breaks the regions with smooth luminance/color gra-
dient into a number of “bands.” Considering the direct current
(DC) coefficient after DCT represents the average value
(the average brightness or color) of the block, the DC
coefficient surface of the luminance signal of the original image
and that of the H.264/AVC decoded image (with LF on) as
equals to 4 are compared in Fig. 2 for a tungsten sensor shading
image [20]. Comparing the two DC surfaces, the DC surface of
the decoded image [Fig. 2(d)] is not as smooth as that of the
original image [Fig. 2(b)]. The stepped DC surface corresponds
to the false contours in the pixel domain [Fig. 2(c)]. If the DC
surface of the decoded image can be compensated to have the
smooth gradient as the original, the contour artifacts in the
pixel domain can be suppressed.
Consequently, a new decontouring approach is proposed

in this paper for suppressing the contour artifacts in the
H.264/AVC decoded video using DC dithering. It is a
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block-based algorithm to be consistent with block-based
quantization defined in H.264/AVC encoding to reduce the
processing complexity. Blocks belonging to contour artifacts
are detected by the texture correlations among its neighboring
blocks using their DCT coefficients. Thereafter, the DC value
of the block is dithered based on a composite model between
the gradient smoothness of the DC surface and the block-edge
smoothness in the decoded image. Comparing with the ex-
isting approaches, the proposed method presents the following
advantages:
• new approach to effectively suppress the contour artifacts
based on block level processing;

• much lower complexity in comparison with the previous
pixel-based approaches;

• better processing results with comparable complexity in
comparison with the previous block-based approaches;

• SoC or embedded platform-friendly approach because of
the block-based processing, the reusability of the calcu-
lated results during artifacts detection and DC dithering,
and no requirements on intermediate decoded information;

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the composite model is derived for DC dithering. Accuracy of
the proposed model is proven in Section III by comparing pro-
cessing results of four feature points. In Section IV, DCT-based
block level contour artifacts detection mechanism is designed.
Algorithm implementation method is introduced in Section V.
Final processing results are presented in Section VI to demon-
strate the effectiveness and the advantages of the proposed al-
gorithm. Section VII concludes the paper with a discussion on
future work.

II. MODEL DERIVATION

The proposed decontouring method tries to adjust the pixel
values of the block that belongs to the contour artifacts by au-
tomatically dithering its DC value. The adjustment on DC coef-
ficient will introduce variations in the average brightness/color
of the image and will also change the block-edge smoothness
between the current block and its neighboring blocks. Conse-
quently, the relationships among the quantity of DC value ad-
justment and its corresponding influence on both brightness/
color variations and block-edge smoothness are first studied.
In the following, the luminance signal of the decoded video
is used as an instance for model derivation, while all of the
models described in the following can be extended to other color
components.
To evaluate the brightness variation in the decoded image,

the concept of optical flow velocity at a pixel position in
an image [21] is extended for a block position on the
luminance DC surface of the decoded image from the temporal
domain to the spatial domain as

(1)

of which is the value of DC coefficient. According to the
definition of DCT, the DC coefficient of a Block (as
that shown in Fig. 3) is described as

(2)

Fig. 3. Relative locations among the current block and its neighboring
blocks , , , and , and the pixels.

where is the th pixel of Block .When the optical flow
velocity is calculated for an MB position, equals to 16. As for
a block position, equals to 4.
As defined by (1), measures the magnitude of 2-D spatial

gradient of brightness variation at position on the DC
surface. Here, Robert Cross operator is used to calculate be-
cause of its simplicity. Let Block in Fig. 3 represent the block
at position , is further derived as

(3)

where , , , and represent the DC coefficient of
Block , , , and , respectively. As a small adjustment
is added to the DC value of Block , becomes

(4)

where , and .
Adjustment on the DC value of the block will influence not

only the smoothness of the brightness gradient at the block po-
sition but also changes the block edge smoothness. The block
edge smoothness can be measured by the pixel value disconti-
nuity across the block boundaries between the current block and
its neighboring blocks, which can be formulated as

(5)

where and represent the horizontal edge difference vector
and the vertical edge difference vector, respectively; is
the Euclidean norm of a vector. According to H.264/AVC video
decoding order, as the current block is being decoded, the blocks
right to it or below it have not been decoded yet. Consequently,
if Block is the block being processed, evaluates the edge
smoothness between Block and Block , while, evaluates
the edge smoothness between Block and Block . Then, we
have

...
and

...
(6)
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TABLE I
COMPOSITE FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AND

As the DC value of the block is adjusted by adding a , the
block-edge smoothness will be

(7)

where . Putting into (7), finally
we have

(8)

where

, and .
Analyses on and for H.264/AVC decoded images

(with LF on) indicate that: LF tries to reduce the value of
which corresponds to improve the block edge smoothness, but
it does not take the smoothness of gradient into consideration,
which shows inefficiency in suppressing contour artifacts. Con-
sequently, the proposed decontouringmethod aims to find a suit-
able for the decoded block to improve the smoothness of the
gradient with the tradeoff in block-edge smoothness.
Though both of function and are quadratic functions of

DC adjustment , the greatest lower bound and the least upper
bound of the function are different from those of the function
as varies. Taking as the adjustment range

of , an instance of (solid blue curve) and (dashed red
curve) of a block is depicted in Fig. 4. As shown in the figure,
and cannot reach the minimum simultaneously, which reveals
that the brightness variation of the decoded image and the pixel
value variation across the block boundary cannot achieve the
best smoothness concurrently during the adjustment of .
In order to find out the relative correlation between the gra-

dient smoothness and the block-edge smoothness when altering
, the functional relationship between and is further derived
as

(9)

Fig. 4. Instance of and as varies in . Blue curve is
with -axis labeling on the left. Red curve is with -axis labeling on the
right.

where . Taking as the
upper/lower bound of or

), the composite functional relationship between the gra-
dient smoothness and the block-edge smoothness can be
derived as that listed in Table I. Using as the range
limit is to guarantee improvement in the smoothness of gradient
during the adjustment. As listed in the table, the function style
differs with the relative variation among , , , and ,
which are determined by the current block and its neighboring
blocks. For example, when , as changes from
to , the value range of and the function style of
changes accordingly. , and are

, , and
.

Within these cases, the ones with the highest probability
of occurrence for natural video content are Case 1 and Case
2, which occupies an average of 63.78% and 17.00%, respec-
tively. The composite functions of these two representative
cases are depicted in Fig. 5. As shown in the figure, when the
edge smoothness is improved, shown as moves from right
to left, the gradient smoothness will also become smaller.
While after passes the point at which the curve is tangent to
the horizontal axis, starts to increase with the reduction in .
Consequently, finding a point on the model that shows better
tradeoff between and is critical for artifacts reduction. The
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Fig. 5. Composite relationship between and for: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2.
.

TABLE II
FEATURE POINTS DEFINITION FOR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

consistency between the model definition and the actual effects
on false contour suppression is evaluated in the following.

III. FEATURE POINTS EVALUATION

Four feature points on the proposed composite model, de-
noted as Point to , are selected for consistency evaluation.
Definition of each point is listed in Table II. As listed in the table,
Point only guarantees the best smoothness of the block-edge;
Point only guarantees the best smoothness of gradient; Point
and Point optimize the smoothness of gradient and the smooth-
ness of block-edge jointly to provide a processed result without
deteriorating any of them. Compared with Point , is more
sensitive to variations in either of the two factors.
We first use the tungsten sensor shading image [Fig. 6(a)]

to evaluate the performance of the above four feature points
to prove the accuracy of the proposed model. The H.264/AVC
encoded image with LF on [5] shows obvious contour arti-
facts [Fig. 6(b)]. The proposed decontouring is applied to all
the 4 4 blocks following the decoding order of
H.264/AVC. Processed results displayed in (c)–(f) prove that:
only optimizing the smoothness of the block-edge as Point
is insufficient for decontouring [Fig. 6(c)]; only optimizing the
smoothness of gradient as Point will result in over-blurring
problem [Fig. 6(d)], since it flats the brightness too much; Point
[Fig. 6(e)] and Point [Fig. 6(f)] provide better tradeoffs

between the gradient smoothness and edge smoothness, which
remove the false contours while preserve the gradual brightness
variation to achieve a more natural image. The result of Point
is slightly better than that of Point by comparing the similarity
between the processed image and the original one. All of the
processing results are consistent with the theoretical meanings
of the feature points that derived from the model. Fig. 7 shows
more results demonstrating the good consistency between the
processing effects and the model definition by applying the
four feature points on natural video content. Improvements in

Fig. 6. (a) Original tungsten sensor shading image; (b) H.264/AVC decoded
image at 66 Kbps with LF on; results of DC dithering according to: (c) point ;
(d) point ; (e) point ; (f) point .

Fig. 7. (a) Original image; (b) H.264 decoded image by at 3 Mbps with LF on;
results of DC dithering according to: (c) point ; (d) point ; (e) point ; (f) point
.

subjective quality are shown in the processed results both of
Point and Point , while more noticeable to Point .

IV. DCT-BASED BLOCK LEVEL CONTOUR
ARTIFACTS DETECTION

With respect to reducing contour artifacts, it is in general de-
sirable to affect only regions where false contours occur, while
preserve other regions, especially those with textures or details.
So, before performing decontouring, the regions where false
contours are likely to be present need to be detected. In this sec-
tion, a block-level contour artifacts detecting algorithm is pre-
sented by exploiting DCT coefficients.
As mentioned above, contour artifacts always appear in the

smooth gradient region because of loss of low amplitude detail.
Smooth gradient implies two features of the region: first, the
region should not contain directional texture or details, which
is called a smooth content region in the following; second, the
brightness/color variation in the region is smooth. Therefore, to
detect the blocks involved in contour artifacts, an algorithm
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TABLE III
PROPOSED EDGE FEATURE DEFINITION

consisting of two analyses, so-called DCT-based texture dis-
tribution analysis (DTDA) and brightness/color variation dis-
tribution analysis (BVDA), is proposed to first distinguish the
smooth content regionwhich barely contains directional texture,
then to find out the block presenting brightness/color variation
feature like that around the “band” boundary.

A. DTDA

DTDA tries to find out the region has few textures through
analyzing the texture distribution in the region. Considering the
edge pattern of a block can be decomposed into vertical and
horizontal directional components by DCT transform, 2D-DCT
transform is introduced to design DTDA.
The spatial edge features in a block can be represented by

two edge feature sets of 2-D DCT coefficients:
represents horizontal features, where is the

row index; represents vertical fea-
tures, where is the column index, respectively [22]. It has been
proven that: the horizontal edges of the block only correspond to

; the vertical edges only correspond to ; other directional
edges correspond to both of them with balanced value. For the
proposed method, only coarse texture feature is needed to de-
cide whether the current MB/block belongs to a smooth content
region or not. Consequently, only the first two most significant
AC coefficients, and , are used in block-level edge fea-
ture retrieval. In order to omit the floating point operation, the
edge feature decision using the exact value of and is
further approximated by using and , which are given by

(10)

Finally, the edge features of a block , denoted by ,
is defined in Table III based on the value of and .
Experimental results proved that, as equals to 4, 100% of

using the approximation method described by (10) are
the samewith that using and . As the block size becomes
larger, like , the accuracy is an average of 97.85%,
which is still acceptable. However, the complexity of (10). is

Fig. 8. Block level edge feature decision results. (a) Original image;
(b) of image (a); (c) H.264/AVC decompressed image; (d) of
image (c). Red, green, blue, gray, and white dots correspond to at this
block position equals to 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

much lower than using and by omitting floating point
operation and reducing the number of additions.
Applying the proposed simplified edge feature decision

method on each block, Fig. 8 presents instances for
on both an original image and an H.264/AVC decompressed
image using . Comparing retrieved both for
the smooth gradient region (the sky) and texture region (the
mountain) in Fig. 8(b) and (d): after compression, the smooth
gradient region becomes to the region almost fulfilled by red
dots [Fig. 8(d)] because of loss of tiny details; while, the texture
region still mainly consists of directional texture features,
reflected as mountain region is mainly filled by white dots both
in Fig. 8(b) and (d). Therefore, blocks belonging to the region
which shows high probability of having directional texture
blocks can be regarded as the blocks within texture regions.
The others will be the ones belonging to smooth content re-
gions, which will be the output of DTDA.
Consequently, let block in the decompressed image

be the current block being analyzed, a directional texture distri-
bution probability is computed for DTDA as

(11)
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Fig. 9. (a) definition for ; (b) block
decoding order defined in H.264/AVC. (c) An instance of for
. Gray block represents the current block . Region circled by the red
line is .

where corresponds to a -block-sized neighbor-
hood around block in the decompressed image and

is an indicator function defined as

if
else.

(12)

Region only consists of decoded blocks around
the current block to endue the proposed algorithm with feasi-
bility to process each decoded block immediately to reduce the
memory consumption. Definitions of corresponding
to different are shown in Fig. 9. As ,
is a region as depicted in Fig. 9(a). While
as , since H.264/AVC decoding order for 4 4 blocks
within an MB [Fig. 9(b)] results in the available blocks (already
decoded blocks) varies with the position of the current block in-
side the MB, will be a region consisting of all of the
decoded blocks within the samemacroblock with block
and blocks around it [Fig. 9(c)].

indicates the distribution probability of direc-
tional edges, other than horizontal and vertical edges, in the
region around block . Then, a threshold
is set between 0 and 1 as a constraint for . If

is higher than , block belongs to a texture
region, otherwise, it belongs to a smooth content region.

B. BVDA

For the blocks determined to be within a smooth content re-
gion by DTDA, BVDA is performed by computing a brightness/
color variation probability to determine whether the
block is involved in contour artifacts or not. is given
by

(13)

where represents the brightness/color variation among
the block and its neighboring block. It is given by

else

(14)

Fig. 10. Overall procedure of the proposed decontouring algorithm for a block
.

where represents the DC value of block , , , ,
and represent the DC value of Block , , , and around
block according to Fig. 3, respectively. is a threshold
defined to distinguish the brightness/color variation caused by
an actual difference in content. After analyzing natural video
content, is set to 14 which corresponds to each pixel of a
block differs by a value of 3.5 compared with the pixels in the
other block.

indicates the distribution probability of small
brightness/color variation, which is smooth in contrast with
that caused by an actual content change, in the neighborhood
around block . Also, a threshold is set between 0 and
1 as a constraint for . If is higher than
, block may be involved in contour artifacts and will

be processed by the proposed decontouring algorithm.
With processing, an additional gradient constraint,

equals to 1, is introduced prior to DTDA and BVDA to omit
processing for those already smoothed blocks or those blocks
with content difference to accelerate the processing.

V. DECONTOURING IMPLEMENTATION

The final decontouring procedure is shown in Fig. 10. As de-
picted in the figure, the output value of decontouring, , is al-
ways a floating point result, while, pixels in the block can only
take integral values. So, a dithering is performed in to gen-
erate the final value to be added to each pixel. is given by

else.
(15)

where and represents floor and ceiling functions,
respectively.
The proposed algorithm processes the decoded video

block-by-block using the same processing order with video
decoding and the processing only exploits the decoded pixel
information. These two features imply that the algorithm can
be easily integrated into a video decoder without any addi-
tional requirements on buffering the decoded whole image, or
buffering other intermediate information. Consequently, a set
of buffer managements and update methods like that used in
[23] can be designed to make the proposed method be friendly
to embedded system or VLSI chip, on which video decoder is
usually implemented. It is very important for the algorithm to
work together with a video decoder.
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Fig. 11. (a) Input H.264/AVC decompressed tungsten sensor shading image
with contour artifacts; (b) result of Bhagavathy et al. [18]

using the original setting ; (c) result of Bhagavathy et al. [18] using a
changed setting ; (d) result of Yoo et al. [19]; (e) result of the proposed
decontouring method.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed decontouring algorithm. The effectiveness in sup-
pressing the contour artifacts together with low complexity are
illustrated in comparison with two representative decontouring
algorithms: one is “Multiscale decontouring” method proposed
in Bhagavathy et al. [18], which is a pixel-based approach; the
other is “In-loop decontouring” algorithm proposed by Yoo
et al. [19], which is also a block-based approach for decom-
pressed H.264/AVC videos.
First, the processing results are compared for H.264/AVC de-

compressed tungsten sensor shading image at com-
pression ratio (CR) 1420:1 in Fig. 11(a). Using the same param-
eter settings as that mentioned in [18], the decontouring result
using “Multiscale decontouring” is shown Fig. 11(b). However,
the effectiveness in processing this image is limited.
It is found that the quality of the results provided by Bhaga-

vathy et al. [18] depends on the pixel value difference defined
around the contour. The original parameters provided in [18]
set the pixel difference, , as 1, which represents that pixels on
either side of a contour differ by a value of 1. This setting as-
sumed that the false contours are caused by simple color quanti-
zation (bit truncation), which results in limited loss in the ampli-

Fig. 12. Row averages of intensities for the image: (a) Fig. 11(a) the input
image; (b) Fig. 11(b), output image of Bhagavathy et al. [18]; (c) Fig. 11(d),
output image of Yoo et al. [19]; (d) Fig. 11(e), output image of the proposed
decontouring method.

tude [18]. However, for the video compressed by H.264/AVC,
larger pixel value discontinuity between two “bands” may be
resulted in especially for being encoded at low bit rate. We ex-
perimented with different . Fig. 11(c) shows an instance that

which seems to be more effective than the original def-
inition [Fig. 11(b)]. It can be observed that although using our
selected can reduce the existed false contours, it also intro-
duces new ones at the bottom-right region.
Fig. 11(d) shows the result of applying the block-based

in-loop decontouring method proposed in [19]. The subjective
performance improvement is limited.
Fig. 11(e) shows the result of applying our proposed

block-based decontouring method by setting and the
size of , , equals to 3. After analyzing H.264
compressed video sequences (the sequences are not used in the
following test) with contour artifacts, for and
for are set to 0.625 and 0.4, respectively. The op-
timization criterion corresponding to Point on the composite
model is used. Contour artifacts detection is first performed
only in component. The detection result, whether the block
has contour artifacts or not, is applied equally to all the three
components ( , , and ) for reducing the complexity of the
algorithm. Then, decontouring is performed in each component
separately. It can be seen that the proposed method is effective
in breaking down false contours and making the artifacts less
visible.
Since the decontouring process should result in the reintro-

duction of smooth gradient, we use the smoothness of the output
intensity gradients [14], [18] as an objective evaluation method
to compare the proposed method with that of Bhagavathy et al.
and Yoo et al. further. Fig. 12(a) plots the intensity average of
each row of the input image shown in Fig. 11(a). Fig. 12(b)–(d)
shows the row-wise intensity averages of the output images after
applying the decontouring algorithms. It is noted that the stair-
case profile of the input image is smoothed out effectively by
the proposed method. The maximum absolute difference in the
average intensity between the neighboring two rows, denoted
by MADAI, is calculated as a quantitative value to evaluate
the smoothness of the intensity gradient objectively. The lower
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Fig. 13. Frame 3 of (a) Input H.264/AVC decompressed video
with contour artifacts, ; (b) result of Bhagavathy et al.

[18] using original settings, ; (c) result of Yoo et al.
[19], ; (d) result of the proposed decontouring method,

. MADAI of the uncompressed frame equals to 0.1556.

the value is, the higher the smoothness of the intensity gra-
dient. It proved that the proposed algorithm always provides the
best MADAI value approaching the value of the uncompressed
video, which represents the best smoothness in the output inten-
sity gradients.
Figs. 13–15 showmore results of processing the natural video

content to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

Fig. 14. Frame 1 of (a) Input H.264/AVC decompressed video
with contour artifacts, ; (b) result of Bhagavathy et al.

[18] using original settings, ; (c) result of Yoo et al.
[19], ; (d) result of the proposed decontouring method,

. MADAI of the uncompressed frame equals to 0.0852.

proposed algorithm. Due to limitation on the paper length, only
portions of frames together with MADAI values are shown.
MADAI value is calculated for the smooth region in each video.
For Multiscale decontouring method [18], since the efficiency
of video compression is content dependant, the amplitude loss
is also content depended which results in should vary with
video content. The processing quality varies a little bit with dif-
ferent settings in , but such variation is not as visible as that
in processing the tungsten sensor shading image. Consequently,
only the results using its original settings in [18] are presented.
As shown in these figures, the proposed decontouring method
provides effective results in reducing the false contours (with
the lowest MADAI value compared with the other algorithms),
and simultaneously preserves the texture region correctly.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is

analyzed for the same video content compressed at different
ratios. Fig. 16(a) and (c) shows portions of H.264/AVC com-
pressed video at (much lower than that in
Fig. 13) and 4459:1 (much higher than that in Fig. 13), respec-
tively. Fig. 16(b) shows the results of the proposed algorithm
for the video in (a). The false contours are effectively reduced
without loss in the texture region. However, for the processing
results of (c) shown in (d), the proposed algorithm shows some
insufficiency in some regions close to the mountain boundary.
Such insufficiency is mainly caused by the big losses in signal
amplitude introduced by coarse quantization (very high com-
pression ratio). The video shown in Fig. 16(c) is compressed
by H.264/AVC using quantization parameter equal to 44, which
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Fig. 15. Frame 15 of (a) Input H.264/AVC decompressed video
with contour artifacts, ; (b) result of Bhagavathy

et al. [18] using original settings, ; (c) result of Yoo et al.
[19], ; (d) result of the proposed decontouring method,

. MADAI of the uncompressed frame equals to 0.2782.

already approaches the upper boundary, 51, of the standard. At
such a high compression ratio, not only the low amplitude detail
but also some medium amplitude information will be lost. Such

Fig. 16. Frame 3 of (a) Input H.264/AVC decompressed video at
, ; (b) decontoured output of the proposed method for
(a), ; (c) Input H.264/AVC decompressed video at

, ; (d) decontoured output of the proposed method
for (c), ; (e) decontoured output of the proposed method for
(c) using , .

a big loss in signal amplitude makes the brightness/color dis-
continuity around the “band” exceeds the threshold , which
is used to distinguish whether the brightness/color variation is
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON IN PROCESSING TIME CONSUMPTION AND AVERAGED MADAI

caused by content variation or not during contour artifacts de-
tection. Since the original setting of is retrieved from natural
video contents, it needs to be increased when such a big quan-
tization error occurs. Fig. 16(e) shows the processing results of
the proposed algorithm after increasing from 14 to 20. It
shows effective results in reducing the false contours. Note that
such a high compression ratio will only be applied to an extreme
bandwidth constrained scenario, which is not that common.
This section is concluded by measuring the frame average

processing time and frame average MADAI for the above de-
compressed videos in Table IV. The frame averaged MADAI
(MADAI value averaged over all the frames of the video se-
quence) is used to evaluate the effectiveness in reducing the
contour artifacts along the temporal direction. Each algorithm is
implemented as a single thread C program and executed on a PC
with 2.93-GHz Intel Core™ i7 CPU and 8-GB RAM. As listed
in the table, the proposed algorithm always provides improved
and the best MADAI (compared with that of the H.264 com-
pressed videos) for all the video sequences, which indicates the
improved smoothness in intensity gradient in the decontoured
output video. The processing complexity of the proposed algo-
rithm is much lower than Bhagavathy et al. [18]. Computations
of Bhagavathy et al. [18] are mainly consumed in detecting the
scale of the contour artifacts, which is performed on every pixel
of the image. Most of the computations of our proposed method
are spent on finding . However, such searching is performed
only on the blocks determined as being involved in contour ar-
tifacts. So, the complexity of our proposed algorithm varies with
video contents. Even though it is a little bit higher than Yoo et
al. [19], the subjective decontouring quality derived by our pro-
posed algorithm is much better than that of [19].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a decontouring method is proposed by dithering
the DC value of the decoded block according to a model estab-
lished between the smoothness of gradient of the DC surface and
the smoothness of the block-edge in the decoded image. Exper-
imental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
method in decontouring and lower complexity in comparison
with the previous algorithms. Without using any other infor-
mation from the bitstream, and with the same processing order
like video decoding, the proposed algorithm provides platform
friendliness to be integrated into the video decoder.
Besides the four feature points defined in the paper for

using the composite model, other feature points will be further
investigated by introducing additional constraints, e.g., visual
significance of edge impairment, to provide a decontouring ef-
fect which may adapt to human perception. Furthermore, in-

troducing the temporal properties into the decontouring model
is also under investigation. Temporal correlation in video con-
tent can be introduced into artifacts detection to accelerate the
decision. Introducing the temporal properties of human visual
system into the decontouring model is also an interesting direc-
tion of future research to enhance temporal consistency in the
processed video, while the tradeoff between introducing new
features and the increase in algorithm complexity is also needed
to be considered. The DC dithering idea also shows the potential
in being integrated into the quantizer of the image/video en/de-
coder to improve the subjective quality concurrently, which will
also be investigated further.
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